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Financial Management – Sunsystems intelligently combines the functions of general, sales, acquisition, project, and user-defined ledgers and a cashbook into a unified ledger system. This makes the full impact of any financial posting immediately visible and provides organizations with an open and realtime view of their business. Fixed asset registration - allows you to manage all aspects of saving, depreciation, and disposal of assets. All accepted depreciation methods are available. Using separate depreciation methods and currencies, SunSystems can value and deprecipher assets while maintaining
separate book value and asset life figures, in accordance with local and corporate requirements. Enterprise Allocations – This SunSystems module was originally developed to facilitate the cost allocation requirements of joint venture oil research and drilling projects. Related costs can then be exported to
the accounting systems of each joint venture partner. Today, the most common cost centers are used for advanced cost/expense allocations between departments, projects, other analysis codes, accounts, accounting periods, transaction status codes, ledgers, budgets, and cross-company posting
routines. Allocation can be based on the fixed amount, fixed percentage, or rates described by any set of statistical or financial data held within the system. Sales Management – supports the sales process from sales quote to sales invoicingSales can be out-of-stock or inventory items. And certain items
can be restricted to designated customers, linked to price books, and linked to package sales contracts. The system can even be used to create back-to-back purchase orders. Purchase Management – allows you to manage the entire purchase-payment process. This includes integration with the general
ledger to facilitate budget spending and purchasing commitment auditing. The system can handle purchases of non-inventory items, such as services, capital goods for entry into the Fixed Asset Record, and inventory items that can then be managed through the Inventory Management module.
Purchases of specific items may be limited to designated suppliers, linked to price books, and withdrawn against extensive contracts. Inventory Management – allows you to manage inventory, including transaction issues and receipts, inventory counting, inventory location, and inventory cost. Performance
management – SunSystems has a range of analytics and reporting applications to support enterprise performance management. This means that budgeting, planning, forecasting and consolidation are simple, even in multiple financial systems. This range of products, which can be produced from
business boards, scorecards, and a comprehensive range of other reports, correctly easy by ensuring the availability of real-time critical business information to end users who need it SunSystems Query &amp; Analysis is a powerful, flexible, secure and easy-to-use set of dynamic, multilingual, multicurrency business intelligence tools. They integrate with Microsoft Office, thereby minimizing the user's learning curve, making it easier to create and analyze reports quickly and efficiently, and eliminating the need for technical skills. SunSystems is a very powerful system that is easy to use and
implement, especially for the Accommodation industry and service sector, and it is very good to meet 90% of your accounting and management requirements, When applied correctly with real-time analytics, I suggest you go to Microsoft office 2- easy-to-use Report Manager for Infor LN or Infor M3Pros1Q&amp;A tool if your company is in manufacturing or retail business 3- enterprise allocation is one of the best solutions available for Cost Allocation in Cost Centers within the same company or in many business units. 4- Process Matching &amp; Reconciliation Manager is available and easy to use 5detail down capabilities in any account. 6- Managing all purchase, inventory and sales transactions with general ledger and out-of-box integration. 7- Trans. type 8- Can analyze all kinds of transactions in multiple analysis dimensions for budget control in any transaction 9- Business Rule builder automizes
Audit in impact with laws and internal policies for transactions. 10- Multiple ledgers within the same business unit. 11- Security Modules provide extended security and accessibility features that reach area security and access. 12- The system includes a Designer who helps you design every user
experience within the System and also helps you add any external applications, files or connections that need external navigation 13- The system includes a transfer desk that allows the user to receive and transfer data from other systems in different formats, and manages the System entity registry with
verification rules that can be changed each time you use itCons1, but it is not available in managing maintenance and asset tracking. 2- Integrations with other applications need to be purchased from another platform (Infor ION). 3- Budgeting system can be managed, but planning needs another
application. 4- Automatic process matching cannot process partial matching, so amounts must be the same without any difference or tolerance. 5- The user log log log operation screen is very difficult to use for the normal user, so they use the Q&amp;A Excel plug-in to connect and facilitate the input
process specifically for batches. SunSystems is market-leading accounting software used by thousands of organizations worldwide. Sun accounting software is a system of choice for many organizations due to its powerful unified ledger, unbeatable multi-currency, multi-company and multidimensional
seamless integration with capabilities and other business software. Infor SunSystems has been a firm favorite for financial professionals for more than three decades. As the only dedicated provider of SunSystems, we specialize in: Developing, upgrading, or needing a better support service, existing users
should contact us today to see how we can help. We have fully qualified representatives around the world with local knowledge and expertise who can work with you to make the most of your investment. We are also open and transparent about our pricing and will provide you with the right service
recommendations. We will also consider fixed price projects with an agreed scope. Download Brochure Request a callback Infor SunSystems is a powerful financial accounting solution that facilitates your financial processes while meeting all the functional requirements of any accounting system.
SunSystems offers organizations a highly scalable solution with companies from a single user finance team to fast-growing or complex international organizations. What are the benefits of SunSystems to your business? SunSystems provides organizations with the following key features:Analysis:
Multidimensional analysis through a comprehensive capture of business data provides a high level of management knowledge as well as drilling and vision behind the figures. Global: multi-currency, multilingual (Unicode) support and local legal compliance offered worldwide. Flexible: map to the
processes, functional needs, and deployment requirements of different organizations. Integration: Intea the core product with specific vertical market products through standard interfaces, including XML. Scalable: It can be deployed in any environment, from a single-user computer that can remotely
access our cloud hosting to your own single- or multi-server IT environment. Standard package: a robust, ready-made, parameter-oriented package that provides stability, upgradeability and ease of support. Download SunSystems Overview Brochure A call back request
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